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ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE
CHICAGO -- NORTH

Mayoral Candidate 'Entertains' Group

VOL. 16 NO, 13

GREGORY SPEAKS AT ITC
by Sam Wagmeister

Dick Gregory, in a fruitless
attempt to become mayor of
Chicago, began, what was supposed to be a campaign speech,
but ended up telling the plight
of the Negro , to more than 500
ITCC-N students who filled the
Little Theater, March 28.
He opened his "act" rather
meekly, for him. "I want to
tell you right here and now
that there's no truth to the
rumor that if I'm elected mayor
next Tuesday, there'll be no
more St. Patrick's Day Parades.
We'll just have it in October.
Instead of putting green dye in
the fountain (What fountain, Mr.
Gregory?) We'll put soot in the
lake."
The Negro comedian-turnedcandidate (Or is it the other
way around?) next moved on
to sending barbs the way of the
Air Force Academy and the
Central Intelligence Agency.
"The CIA is our number one
group of intelligence, and they
keep getting caught - by us!"
From there, he moved on to
LBJ, "Everybody says, like,
qualifications. Well, I don't
even mention that I've been to
Gollege in the c am pa i g n ,
'cause Gov. Wa llace went to
college, and so did LBJ."
He modestly admitted. "If
the better candidate wins, it's
gonna' be me," and then added,
the poetic footnote, "and ended
up with the evil of evils."

"l'M A RACIST"
For over twenty minutes,
Dick Gregory spoke of the
basis of his platform , the treatment of the Negroe in America.
"This is the world 's number
one racist country. When I say
racist, I'm not talking about
white folks, I'm talking about
Americans, black and white ..
I know I'm a racist! That's
right! I'm not ashamed of it, I
learned it from white folks,
Yea, I been wanting to be
white all my life . . . I go to
the movie, and those love

scenes - I didn 't see no Mau
Mau Queen,'' instead he saw
Ava Gardner , Marilyn Monroe
and Elizabeth Taylor. "And
they (white folks) want to know,
'Do you want a white woman?'
Damn right! You made me want
'em!" But he won't want a
white woman after the Supreme
Court declares laws banning
integrated marriages (in several
states) unconstitutional, "I
don't want her then, she won't
be no fun." (Why not, Mr.
Gregory?)
"The frightening thing about
this foul-minded country (is)
they don't even give us credit
for hating the same way they
(whites) hate us. Stokely Carmichael came out and made a
statement, ' . . . . that's reverse racism.' No it's not. We
got the right to hate you that
same forward way you hate us!
All that you want in this town
.. (is) to segregate our hate."
Gregory then complimented
Richard J. Daley on the mayor's
advancements in the field of
public works, but then critisized him because these improvements "came at the expense of the people, and this
is ve ry unfai r" Then , he s aid ,
"I hear the mayor on television
say , 'as long as I'm mayor,
law and order are gonna prevail.' He's talkin' about peace
demonstrators and civil rights
demonstrators. If the syndicate
thought he was talking about
them, they'd blow him out of
that fifth floor . .. ''
In between his moments of
hysteria, the mayoral candidate
did make some sense, but tended to overexaggerate the facts.
"This is the world's number
one racist country. And there's
nothing wrong with it because
we were born into it. The sad,
sick insanity about it is (that)
we don't admit it . . . . But the
frightening thing is that the
Negro is not aware he's a
racist, and the whites don't
admit it.
"And when Speck was accused
of killing those eight white

Dick Gregory speaking to students in ITCC-N's Little Theater, March 28. In the
speech, he told students, "I can solve all the problems confronting this city."

women, that's when the racism
really came out on the Ne gro ,
a nd they didn ' t know it . They
s aid , 'M an , I'm sure gla'd it was
a white cat.' Anytime you wish
that crime on a white boy,
you're a racist - whether you
know it or not. (Agreed, Mr.
Gregory, agreed.) The cats
tellin' me, 'Man, I'm glad Speck
was a white boy.' I say, 'Why?'
He says, 'It' d been a Negro
killed them eight white women,
we'd have to fight white folks
in the streets . ' Let me tell you
something, if your only safety
means the difference between
a white boy goin' crazy or a
colored cat goin' crazy and
killing eight women, you're not
safe anyway, 'cause you're not
going to segregate insanity."
(Agreed, again, Sir.)

IS L.B.J, UGLY?
After raising valid points, he
continually came up with such
stupid cracks as, "All at once

white folks want to ask us
ab out Adam Cl ayton Powell,
you da mn right we ma d about
what h appened to P owell
'cause we thought we had a
deal with you: you do your
wrong, we do our wrong. (Two
wrongs . . . . etc., Mr. Gregory
We can't believe that you're
sick enough to believe that
LBJ, at 26 years old, a poor,
humble, Baptist minister-school
teacher, went to Congress . . .
(and) today (is) a multi-millionaire and you white folks ain't
never asked where that money
came from. (Mr. Gregory, meet
Money Bird.) We can't believe
that you believe that Bobby
Baker worked for LBJ and
stole $5 million and that LBJ
didn't have nothing to do with
it. Just the way LBJ looks,
you know he got some of that
money.''
The funny-man told his audience, "We can sit in this
country and justify a black man
Continued on page 2

Author Terkel Discusses 'Impertinent Question' FRESHMAN GROUP
DISCUSSION
Studs Terkel, whom critics
His recently published book,
have called the Midwest's best
"Division Street: America," has
LEADERS WANTED
been on the best seller list for
radio entertainer, will talk in

Norm Siegel, ITC student, celebrating
his birthday , March 30. Among his
presents were the pair of goggles and
a lolli-pop.

REGISTRATION FOR
SPRING TRIMESTER:
DAY STUDENTS,
MAY 1ST AND 2ND,

an all school convocation
Thursday, April 13, at Illinois
Teachers
College Chicago
North.
Famous for his interviews on
the air and winner of many
awards for his perceptive
literary interpretations as well
as his stage appearances,
Terkel will bring to the college
crowd his flair for entertaining
discussion of the arts and
cultural affairs. He will speak
on "The Student and the Impertinent Question.''
Terkel brings an unusual
range of platform experience to
his lectures. After graduating
from University of Chicago law
school, he became an actor,
author, critic, folklorist and
broadcaster .

weeks.
Terkel is in · demand as a
master of ceremonies of folk
music and jazz events and as
a panel moderator as well as
lecturer. He has been a favorite
emcee at scores of events including the N e w p or t F o 1 k
F est iv a 1, Ravinia Music
Festival, and University of
Chicago Folk Festival. His
radio interviews with famous
personalties are legendary for
their development of entertainment lore and personal experiences of the stars, composers,
authors, directors, and even
philosophers.
A tea and buzz session will
follow his talk, scheduled for
1 p.m.

Students interested in becoming Freshmen Group Discussion
Leaders next Sept. are reminded to see Dean Zimmerman
immediately in Room E-219
about enrollment in the summer
course "Group Dynamics".
course number 61-321. The
class will meet two hours a
week in July and August, and
two hours a week in the Fall
Trimester. Theory and content
will be studied in the summer,
and the laboratory part of the
course will include one hour
~ith the Leaders Fresnmen
Group from Sept. to Dec. Students who wish to participate
in this type of in-service training must meet certain criteria.
Contact Dean Zimmerman for
details.
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STUDENTS
HONORED AT
CONVOCATION
To recognize excellence
among upperclass students,
Illinois
Teachers
College
Chicago North held its fourth
annual
honors convocation
Tuesday, April 4. Classes
were suspended while President Jerome M. Sachs awarded
keys and letters of commendation to sixty-nine students in
their seventh, eighth, or ninth
trimester m the all-school
meeting in the auditorium .
Faculty members in academic
regalia watched the proceedings, which fea tured a presidential address and a brief talk
by a student leader.
Forty students receive d
awards for acade mic excellence and twe nty-nine more
were honored for c ampus leadership and service to the college. Only one received double
honors. She was Vivian H.
Einstein, who was the student
speaker.
Academic honors were conferre d on those students who have
a cumulative grade point a\',e rage of 4 .4 or better out
possible 5, and who have been
on the dean's honor list with a
4 point average or better for at
least two trimesters.

~-l--

They include : He rs he ll Berg,
Frank A. Blatnick, Rise D.
Blumenthal, Ann N. Brach man,
Iris H. Brenner, Carole V.
Brodsky, Beverly Brody, Kathleen L. Deane, Vivian M.
Einstein, Janel M. Ephraim,
Helen Feinhandler, Judith H.
Foreman, Susan J. Foreman,
Cecilia A. Forrester, Joan E.
Friese! , Gail S. Frum, Laura
J. F ukuda, Thomas L. Gilbertson, Barbara C. Grettie, Irene
Ann Gruner, Betty L. Hanson,
Alexander Havass, Kathleen J .
Kaczmarek, Eva S. Kaiser,
Cefia B. Lustig, Judith A.
Ogron, Lila D. Peterson,
Roberta A. Petz, Carol S.
Pietrzak, Patricia J. Plum,
Myrna R. Polinsky, Helen L.
Ransom , Janet V. Smith, Nancy
L. Spalla, Helene L. Stone,
Miriam L. Tangul, Janice L.
Vojtech, Corinne G. Warsawsky, Cathleen N. Whisler,
Juanita M. Wyse.
For leadership and service,
awards were made to the following: Michael L. Allain,
Carol A. Berg, Donna A. Butera,
Frank Collins, Richard K.
David, Marguerite C. Dawson,
Vivian M. Einstein, George E.
Gaertner, Alfred J. Gagnon,
Thomas M. Hebel, Ronald A.
James, Victoria K. Jaskierski,
David C. Kamper, Walter T.
Kemp, Geraldine G. Koppel,
Jeanette F. Krema, Kathleen
Ann
Krupela,
Vyolagrace
Kusander, Charlotte F. Logan,
Susan E. Pifke, Dean James
Polachek, Gloria E. Riga,
Harry P. Rossi, Bernard G.
Spencer, Janice A. Stansberry,
Elizabeth J. Tornabene, Susan
L. Towles, Raymond F.
Warzecha, Penny A. Wilson,
Lynn K. Wilton.
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ORCHESI S SCORES ..
'With A Dash of Humor'
by Phi I Volchenbaum

Linda Gayle, SKE's ne wly elected sweetheart, is surrounded by her court (I tor:
Susan Mocella, Geri Colello , Patricia Arnold, Candy Masella , and Adrian Siegel).
Linda received a $500 scholarship to Patricia Stevens modeling school.

GREGORY SPEAKS

continued from page l

from Mississippi , going to Viet
Nam trying to kill him; but you
can't justify that same black
man in Mississippi , chasing
a red-necked cracker Ku Klux
Klanner through the swamps of
Mississippi trying to kill him ,
cause you're sick!" Later , the
jokster told ITCC-N students,
"When anybody gets mad
enough to justify wrong just
because someone else is doing
it, the whole country's in
trouble."
"You white folks think a
Civil Rights Bill is any damn
good? You take it and give us
the United States Constitution!
And it ' s so interesting every
time there ' s a riot in this
country . If you treated poor,
white folks the same way you
treat an old , raggedy , building,
we might come to some solutions. If an old, raggedy buildin burned down today, the
first thing the fire marshall (is)
going to say when he gets
there (is), 'We're working to
see what caused it.' If they
woulda' only said that with
the riots on the West Side , we
might not have to be talkin '
about a long hot summer. If
they only woulda' said that
about the riots when the blizzard hit , we might not ha ve to
be talkin' about a long hot
summer. ' ' (The cause is important, Mr. Gregory, but do
you really think that a "long
hot summer' ' of rioting will
bring sympathy to your side?)
Again , the entertainer (and he
did a poor job of that) attacked
the President , "LBJ talkin'
about, 'I'm with you , I ' m with
the colored! See, LBJ just
want to be colored . . . . He
takes all our mottoes . He stole
'We shall Overcome;' he used
that in a speech last year; and
from Watts, over in Viet Nam
he stole Watts slogan, 'Burn,
Baby , Burn ."
And for ail you white boys
with aspirations of joining the
police department , "You know
damn good and well that in this
racist system , no intelligent
white boy ever have to join the
police .department , and know
that!" (Are you saying that the
police are not intelligent, Mr.
Gregory?)

IMMORAL BUT FUN
To what does Mr. Gregory
attribute the treatment of the
down-trodden Negro? "I say
education is the problem" The
comedian then gave the arguemen t that he felt the ''white
folks" used to keep the Negro
out of white school. " 'You let
them(the Negro)in, they gonna'
bring down the level of the
school.' Well good! Show your
damn schools wasn't no good,
anyway . . . because, go all

the way back through the history
of education ; good, solid,
schools have always flunked
out dumb people. Now, if you're
about to tell me that dumb
people are gonna ' flunk out
your school, your school wasn't
no good." He then said that
the whites harass the Negro
with , "'Go back to your neighborhood and build up your
morality rate. Twenty percent
of the Negro women in America
have illegitimate kids.' That ' s
right. Moootherrr , we have more
fun than you do . . . And white
ladies have two percent illegitimate children . But if we
ever get our hands on you
white folk's abortion credit
cards , we'll show you how to
knock a rate down!"

TO SOLVE RACISM
If he had been elected mayor
he claimed that he would have
solved the racial problem in
six months, or have resigned.
"You know damn good and
well . . . in Chicago , white
folks don ' t dare go into a
colored n e i g h b or hood , and
colored folks don't dare go
into a white neighborhood . . .
I guarantee you , if I 'm elected
mayor, we could solve that
problem in three to six months
time. It ' s simple, all you got
to do is take them colored detectives and dress' them up like
John Doe, workin' Negro, and
send them in that white neighborhood. And when that rednecked cracker jump out . . . .
pop him and put him in jail.
And take tha t hippy-dippy white
detective, dress him up like
John Doe , square white boy
and put him in that colored
neighborhood , and when that
racist black bigot jump out ,
pop him and put him in jail ,
(why not in the same cell with
the "cracker," Mr. Gregory?),
and in six months time, you
could walk anywhere in this
damn town you wanted to walk.
Not because I created love
(but) because you don ' t know
who to hit. "

Improve Police Relations
One of the programs high on
his list in the battle of the
Negro vs. the world , was to
improve police-community relations. "How do you build
police-community
relations?
The first thing I do is get behind the police stations and
buy all that property out, and
build swimming pools and gymnasiums. That's a hell of a
thing, when that little kid and
that adult gotta' come to the
police station to cool off in the
summer time. (Good idea, sir,
it beats opening fire hydrants.
But why not just open up the
parks' pools?) That's a hell

There is nothing more that
adds joy to our hearts than a
touch of sudden surprise in the
form of unplanned humor and a
fellow like Sam Wagmeister,
who acted as master of ceremonies. Perhaps his innocent
goofing off and spontaneous
antics made the entire show as
popular as it was. One must
confess that some of his jokes
were long and drawn out - seeming to lull everyone to
sleep , but the "unplanned
humor" made our boy wonder
a laughable legend. Poor Sam
lost his program card not once,
but twice. Sam saved himself
the first time, but the second
time he blundered in a style
of a thing, when that mother in
the ghetto, black or white, can
say, 'My boy's over at the
police station , ' with pride.
And the second thing I'd
do is give that cop two guns;
I'd give him a tranquilizer
gun . . . . . . . . People on a
speedin' ticket and you end up
dead (i.e., Watts) ; a 14 year
old kid reach for a brick, that
they aint' never found, but he
ended up dead. Shoot him with
a tranquilizer gun . " (Mr. Gregory, how long would it take for
a tranquilizer bullet to take
effect?)
"If I came here to perform to
you , and I'm being paid to perform to 2,000 young folks, and
I get here and there ' s 10,000,
you don't go out and get five
more comedians, you just pay
me a little more money. You
don't have to keep going out
and getting 500 new cops , just
pay these cops ya ' got som e
more money." (Take this case,
Mr. Gregory. Suppose Dick
Gregory is a policeman, trying
to quell a riot. It is only Dick
Gregory against fifty people.
If Dick Gregory were to get a
raise, would that tend to even
the odds?)
If Dick Gregory had been
elected mayor, he would have
put a monorail system in
Chicago; if Dick Gregory had
been elected mayor, he would
have had two men fire vehicles
roaming Chicago's high-fire
areas. In an exclusive interview, March 30 , Gregory was
asked by this reporter , where
the money would come from .
"If you just floated a $190
million bond issue, the money's
around, the money's around
(Where , Mr. Gregory?)

HELP IS AS NEAR AS,
In the Little Theater, he said,
"I don't pretend to say I would
run this town by myself; I think
that's what's wrong with this
town now . . . . You can not
run a Chicago by yourself. But
I have the wisdom to go out
and get the best minds money
can buy . .. . I'm not going to
sit here and lie to you and say
I know anything about air polution, but I bet I can get the
best man on the face of the
earth to come in , not through
political deal, and if he don't
show some progress in six
months, he'll be fired." (Very
good, but _what about this:)
Later, Gregory told the INTERIM that he would fire Supt.
of Police, Orlando W. Wilson ,
and set up a 15 man board to
take his place. (Mr. Gregory ,
are you aware of the fact that
0 . W. Wilson is considered the
nation's number one criminologist?)
Gregory also told the INTERIM that he attended Southern
Illinois University , but, "I
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all his own : "Uh, well folks,
we'll just see what the next
dance is ... " A wailing infant
gave Sam some competition;
he finally asked the mother,
after a long, tired joke, "Is
the baby finished, ma' am?"
Whereby a fellow shouted to
Sam, "Are you finished? "
Five minutes later, after the
laughter subsided , the dance
continued.

A fertility dance and pelvises snap
The Polish are gay and
light on their feet
A waltz and beauty for a
different treat
Finally a roundup, they all
join in
Singing and swinging, frolic
and spin .
We thank officers, members,
sponsor, and Friend
And confused Sam is happy
at its end .

The words that described the
Orchesis dance . . . . With A
Dash of Humor, are "Sexy,
stylish , and · pulsating".

The members offer a special
thanks to Chris Kallis, Christine Faust, Linda Koser , Larry
Marks, Chris Williams and many
others including professors,
staff, who made this performance possible.

Symbolic , historic and jive
with a heat.
Mexican , the bull, and Tequla with beat.
The spiders' parlor and the
fly springs the trap

BUT NO LIONS

quit school two hours short of
graduation, just to show my
resentment to the system." Mr .
Gregory's file at STU, shows
that he had completed four
years at the school , but an
official in the records office
there added , "He was no where
near graduation."
The mayoral candidate told
the ITC audience, "I can solve
all the problems that are confronting this city." (Isn't that
a wee bit o p t om i st i c , Mr.
Gregory?)
After the election of Richard
J. Daley to a fourth term as
this city's mayor, Gregory
announced on WBBM radio that
he would be a write in candidate in the 1968 Presidential
Election.

Like carnivals? Or the smell
of popcorn? And how about
games . If you do then you must
have attended the Fifth Annual
Penny Carnival sponsored · by
LSA. The attractions included
everything from a marriage
booth to cigarette roulette to a
bean guess , even a jail. It cost
a nickle to put your friend in
for five minutes . One s tu dent
was in jail for an hour and a
half. Boy did he ever have a
lot of friends .
This year, LSA decided to
have a king for their carnival.
The girls were to make their
selection from fivecontestants.
The big day arrived and finally
at 12:05, the sacred envelope
wa.s brought forth. Jim Johnson
was named 'King for a day.'
Out came the red velvet crown,
out came the yellow chrysanth amum scepter. He was awarded two tickets to the show of
his choice. The LSA pledges
would be his subjects for a
day. Everyone was happy except the four runners up , who
received some conciliation for
their efforts; 50¢ in coin gift wrapped .
Credit for the Penny Carnival
should go to Ch allis Cardell ,
the Social Chairman , and to
Mary Sue Duffy, the President
of LSA . When asked what LSA
intended doing with the profits ,
Mary Sue replied that half of it
would go to the March of Dimes
and the other ha lf to their
treasury .

PHYSICAL HEALTH CLUB
The Physical Health Club has
had se veral bu sy activitie s
during February and March including a ski trip and skating
party . We'd like to thank all
the students who have supported our activities and a
special thanks to Mr . Ziagos
and Mr . Kane for their help. Mr.
Kane was present at the skating
party and showed us all some
pretty fancy skating.
Our future looks bright with
a Fun Night scheduled for
April 13. It will begin at 6:30,
a nd offer fun, excitement and
games for all. Also planned is
a Splash Party for March 31
beginning at 6 :3 0 . Plan now to
attend.

~ff:~~-- - - - - - - - - - ,

MICHAEL-JAMES FLORIST
SPECIAL STUDENT & FACULTY

DISCOUNTS ~i
3321 W- BRYN MAWR IR 8-657~

MEET YOUR PERFECT DATE!
You too can be amongst the thousands of satisfied adults.
Let Dateline Electronic computers programmed for
women ages 18 to 45 and men 18 to 55 take the guess
work out of dating.
Continuous matching with a new, expanded program
with enrollment fees reduced to $3.00 for adults ages 18
to 27, and $5.00 for adults over 27.
For quick results send for your
questionnairw today. No obligation.
Strictly conlid.ntial.

Nam e -

- - --

D A T E L I N E ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
INC ITC

P.O. Box 369,
Chicago, Ill. 60645
_ _ For Add. Info. Call

------

Address _ __ _ _ __

City _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _

271-3133

EDITORIALLY SPEAKING
MEMOIRS

"THESE COLLEGE YEARS"
One of the nicest things about Chicago Teachers College was
that it was small. The halls weren't crowded, you could find a
place to sit in the lunch room, and you knew almost everyone.
And there was ample opportunity for those students who wanted
to be active to be an integral part of the school organizations.
Today, that seems harder to do . We are in the midst of a growing
space that causes confusion , makes communication harder and
makes students strangers to each other.
But the opportunity to serve you r school is greater than ever.
We need students who will participate, who are willing to sometimes stick their necks out, and who really care about their role
in this school. The only requirements are willingness and a sense
of responsibility .
We are facing a great challenge. Schools across the nation, are
debating the role of the students in a college. Wh!;!re do we belong? How much say so should we have? Should we be seen and
not heard - or should we have the right to help decide important
issues?
At our school we have been lucky. Our administration wants
students to take part in school affairs, and thos e faculty members
who think differently seem to be at a minimum . We have students
on many Faculty-Senate committees and the number is growing .
But all is not roses . We have students who are on committees
by name only . This is not a good way to obtain faculty trust. It's
an honor to be on one of these committees, but it takes a bit of
work and time. Here is where some students have failed the rest
of the students .
If you are a student at this school there is unlimited opportunity to become an integral part of the school through service. One
thing we should never forget is that this school will never be
any more than what we make it.
And we can make it good. As college students we have many
more opportunities than many other colleges offer their students.
We are part of an experimental college-that 1;1.dmits it doesn't know
all the answers. There are few traditions to go against. They are
willing to give us an opportunity to show that we should have a
say so in the running of a college.
Sometimes it has seemed to us personally that we were fighting a losing battle. But we have found that this isn't so. The
battles we have fought as an INTERIM editor have not been lost.
We have come out the winners more often than not. And we have
tried to fight for student causes. Now that graduation is upon us
we feel sad because we have to leave the fighting to others. We
hope you find it as rewarding and fun as we did.
We can't write this editorial without including a thank you to
the many people who have helped us . Our advisor, Mr. Liebow,
has always been around when we neede d him, and ye t gave us the
opportunity to feel thi s is re ally a student pape r. We have had
support from Dean Goldberg, Dean Howenstine, Mr. Chouinard and
many fac ulty me mbers. (A special note of thanks to two - Dr.
Charlier and Mrs. Brandzel for all the information they have sent
us) . And we feel honored to have worked with Pres i dent Sachs.
We think the students are very lucky to have such a President.
To Mrs. Zimmerman we can only say - Thank you thank you
thank you for your help , guidance and friendship . And a special
thank you to all the INTERIM staff members past and present.
So with these words we close our last editorial - Make the most
of these college years. They are too short to waste ..
Vicki Logan

FATH ER MORRIS ROE
MAY 11, 1 PM.
AUDITORIUM
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NORTHWESTERN
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
MAY 25, 1 PM.
AUDITORIUM

ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-NORTH
The INTERIM is pub I ished bi-weekly at I Ii i nois Teachers College Chicago
-North, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave ., Chicago, Illinois 60625. Letters to the
editor must be signed. We reserve the right to condense letters when
necessary . All published opinions are those of the INTERIM editorial
staff and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college.
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.. ................ ...... .. .. .. ..... .. .... .............. Joanne Suvanto
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

OLTJ.

Early Registration
Dear Editor,
It has been the policy of Illinois Teachers College to extend the pr iv i 1 e g e of early
registration to those students
who have obtained a high level
of scholastic achievement. If
the administration feels that
this privilege has been abused
by some members of the student
body then it is the task of the
administration to devise a more
controlled method of registration so that this kind of unethical behavior can be curtailed.
It seems a gross miscarriage
of justice to completely eliminate the pr actice of early
registration for honor students
thereby penalizing the majority
for the misdeeds of the minority.
Respectfully yours,
Leslie Miller
Arnold Raiff
Athena Nicolopulos
Richard Lui£
Anita Rubin

DISGUSTED BROTHER
HAS WORDSON
DANCE TOO...
Dear INTERIM,
I read with deep hurt in March
30th's issue FRAT LAUGHS
LAST. I am a member of SKE
and have run for Presidency
twice so I feel that my interest
in the fraternity, and opinion
here, are both justified. A
policy that I had always presented whenever running for
office, and one that I repeated
over and over a gain~ was that
to o ma ny pe opl e in key posi tion do not know what they are
doing as that person acting in
office and are not aware of
social protocol and organizational precedent. I have constantly re-iterated such points
time and time again but many
members, while earnest 1 y
agreeing, only care to think
of the popular as winner and
not the best qualified as
winner.
So it finally comes to the
INTERIM, Joanne Suvanto , a
girl I do not know, "blasts"
strongly SKE and does so, and
I am sorry to see it, justifiably.
I was not at the Sweetheart
contest but will take for granted all that she said is true.
I was at the Sweetheart Dance.
Here , members , after paying
$11.00 for a meal of questionable quality, were led through
an evening of utter social
chaos. I felt absolutely sickened and extremely angry at
the Board of SKE and in particular the President. He conducted the evening in such a
manner that the entire presentation (dinner to Crowning) was
one of immaturity , social blundering, minimal co-ordination ,
and embarrasement for myself
and others present. I am a
brother of this folly and stupidity. No ceremony was given
during the dinner, no speeches,
no unity or planning, absolutely nothing! What in God's name
goes through people's minds
who are supposed to represent
a fraternity of men who have
been on campus for many, many
years with a tradition to uphold? Our s pons or did not
appear at the meal. He was
fortunate.
The pres en tat ion of the
Queen was sorrowful. Why is
it necessary to have a faculty
member be given moments
notice to become the MC? (He

did as good a job as possible)
The crowning, presentation of
flowers , walking with the court ,
and placement of the brothers
showed a total degree of intelligence as you would find
in 'Our Gang' movies. Believe
me, no humor at this point is
intended either. To the current
Board of Directors of SKE and
in particular, the President
(and you are ALL responsible):
you have made a mockery of
SKE with your stupid, ignorant,
and irresponsible actions negating truly adult attempts
placed down by former founders
and Presidents . As adults you
are idiots; as future teachers
you are as mere children.
Cordially yours ,
J ames F. Kre gg
ITCC-N Senior Student
5003 W. Berteau
Chicago, Ill. 60641

OTHER SIDE OF
THE COIN?
Dear Editor,
Please consider the following
for publication: Re: "I Pledge
Alligance . . . " in The Sounding Board: In order to complete
our, and his education, I wonder
if William W. Sipple would
graciously report on a society
of the Left , also, using the
same type of incisive rhetoric
he used in cutting up the John
Birch Society? Much obliged .
Edward P. Giebutowski

EDITORIAL COMMENT
Th e INTERIM is also int erested in hearing the other side
o f this story . Mr. Sipple has
lead us to believe th at an additional story will be in the
offing. It is our hope to bring
the ITC student a varied com mentary on the issues of the
era.
To the Editor ,
Are there ITCC-N students
who enjoy square d ancing , but
don't know where they may do
so? Are there also students
who have seen this type of
dancing and thought it looked
like fun? Or are there students
who are hoping for new experiences and new friends, but
aren't quite satisfied with the
older, more established organizations on campus?
So , if there are students who
are interested in a new and
exciting social activity taking
place Tuesdays at ten o'clock
during the activity hour , see
Mrs . Ehrlich in the gym office .
Bob Farnsworth

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT IN
OCEANOGRAPHY
Dear Editor of Interim :
The Office of Na val Res e rve
has just informed me that our
students are eligible for participation in the SUMMER employment program in OCEANOGRAPHY sponsored by the
US Navy , the National Oceanographic Association and the
Undersea Technology Society. ·
There are 200 vacancies open
on both the East and West
Coast of the United States.
Students who would enroll in
ITCCN's own Oceanograph y
Program in Mexico this June ,
wo uld be eligible to join employment at the termina tion of
the study program .
There are no a pp 1 i c at i on
forms to complete. Interested
students should write directly
to:
Mr . C. B . Hamm
Executive Director
National Oceanographic
Association
Suite 301
1900 "L " Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
In their letter they should refer
to the announcement above an d
specify
(1) their majo r field, e.g .
biology, chemistry, phys ics, geology, earth science ,
geography, history, etc.
(2) their name , date of birth,
place of birth , citizenship,
address
(3) the degree sought (with
indication of field) and
class standing (sophomore , junior, etc .)
( 4) if concentration or interest
in oceanography is planned, thi s should be explained.
There will be travel support grants to go to Mexico
with the Oceanography
course announced in the
schedule. These will be
a parti al financial help .
However, this is not official, probable, but not
official. The maximum
number of students allowed to go is fifteen (15).
Graduate students who
are a 1 ready in-service
teachers can apply to
their Board of Education
for special leave. Dr.
James F. Redmond, Dr.
Noble Puffer and Mr. Ray
Page have been contacted
concerning our spec i a 1
program and special concontinued on page 5
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Inner City Student-Teaching PROPHET PROVUS · · ·
· · · PREDICTS
Experiment Nears Completion
by

This i s the follow-up to the interview conducted at the beginning of the trimester . We thought it would be interesting to learn
the reactions of one student participating in this experiment, and
if his views of the program had changed. To reiterate , this is a
new experiment in the inner-city , and involves student-teaching
combined with a curriculum course , for a total of 15 credit hours.
This curriculum course , however, is not the one offered on
campus, therefore, two semina r sessions a week to discuss teaching methods and
lesson planning has been required.
De a n Polachek, who was
teaching seventh and eighth
at the Tilton School, is
presently te aching fifth and
Dean Palachek
sixth grades at the Orr Element ary School on August a and Keeler Avenues . At this grade
level he is teaching social studies, arithmetic, spelling, and
s c ience .
What are the differences between your present school and the
first school in which you taught?

" The first s chool I was te aching was 1-8th grade , and I 'm now
in a K-6 (kindergarten through sixth grade) school which is located next t o a high school. This is a fringe inner -city school
a nd many of the chi ldren are of middle class background , whereas
at T i lton , most of the students were from middle class background ."
Do you think it would have made any difference had you first
started at Orr instead of Ti Iton?

"I ' m gla d I s t arted my student-te aching experience at Tilton
be c ause I have gotten a t aste of what inner-city teaching is like.
F rom the first e xpe rience , I hav e learned to be firmer ; I needed
more di scipline. "
Have you learned anything else from the first experience which
you carried into the second classroom situation?

" My attitude toward tea ching has become more businesslike ,
les s ide a listic. I re a lize now th at I have to st art teaching at the
s tude nts ' leve l and gradu ally work into teaching at the level of
ability th at they have, and yet give them understanding of the
s ubject matter which is required . I've learned to difersify myself
a nd to ma ke learning more interesting to the students . Possibly
because I haven 't had the curriculum course , I was at firs t trying
to teach the students in a s traight-forward manner, but now I've
1-e-arned to vary the activities, and I'm learning differe nt ways to
get the materia l ' across, ' if it is not understood the first time
that it i s given. "
Are there any problems at this school which were not encountered
at the first (Tilton)?

"Ye s , there i s a l angu a ge problem in the school I am presently
teach ing . Some of the s tudents are Ita li an i mmigrants which
creates a communic ation barrier.''
Do you think you could have been better prepared had you taken
the -college's curriculum course?

" I fe e l a we a kness in my ability to teach arithmetic. This
migh t hav e been overcome h ad I t aken a curriculum course in
math . I do think that curri culum becomes more important as the
grade le vels de cre ase bec ause I think the ability to communicate
to the s tudents becomes more difficult as the grade level dec reas e s .''
Do you think your lack of knowledge in lesson-planning has been
a hinderance?

,

"I be lieve less on-planning .is very importa nt , but I do not
think that typing out a formalized lesson plan is a gu arantee to
good teaching . I think that e a ch tea cher has his own way of pla nning a lesson a nd that way is best which suits the teacher ' s
personality be s t. Before planning a les son the teacher must
choose the education a l goals which he thinks are most worth
achieving for the students . Once this is accomplished, his lesson
plan s hould be ma de with the idea of best achieving this purpose .' '

Sam Wagmeister

An ITCC-N student, Jeffrey
Provus, has recently developed
the uncanny ability to predict
coming events , with an _authoiitati ve amount of accuracy .
Jeff Provus has made several
out-on-the-limb predictions , and
has taken a chance by telling
these same predictions to
friends. Ya ' know somethin' ,
they came true! Recently, Jeff
has been getting more of these
"visions " that are the key to
his predictions, a nd has submitted a list to the INTERIM.
He stated that these prophecies
"have approximately an eighty
percent chance of coming true. "
"Unfortunately , I have no
real control over my mental
pictures , " Provus s ays .
"Whenever, someone asks,
tell me something about myself,' it is rarely that I retei ve
a picture , " he added .
Below are the prophecies
submitted by Jeff Provus for
the year 1967.
"*The Viet Nam War will
come to a complete cease-fire
between April 22 and May 20,
1967.
"*A fire in our school,ITCC-N
will occur between May and
October, 1967.
"*A tornado will c ause considerable property dam a ge to
Chicago in late April or e a rl y
May .
"*An intense heat wave , with
temperatures of at least 100
degrees, will stiffle Chicagoland in late July or August.
"* "Flying saucers " will be
seen in greatly inc re a s i n g
numbers throughout the world

during this summer and fall.
This increase in the sightings
of U. F.O .s will cause a mild
panic throughout the United
States . Our government will be
forced to announce the reality
of "flying saucers" in November of this year.
"*Dr. R. Ellis, of our Psychology department , will do
much traveling this spring and
summer. She will travel to the
west, south, and east of Chicago. She will - almost · decide
not to go, but she will benefit
from her trips.
"*ITC president, Dr. J. Sachs ,
will obtain glasses (maybe new
ones) , by September, if he has
not already done so.
"*Mr. M. Yochim , of the Art
department, is working on an
art project or a painting, and
he may reveal it this summer.
It will be extremely successful.
"*Miss M. Ziffrin will soon
return to the school ' s music
department, and will be married
by this Christmas.
" *Don Burford, Jerry Adair,
and Ken Berry will lead the
Chicago White Sox to a third
place finish in the American
League, behind pennant winning Cleveland , and second
place Baltimore. White Sox
hitting well be s urpri singly
strong.
"*The Chi c ago Cubs will
climb to si xth pl ace . Adolfo
Phillips, George Altman , Glenn
Beckert, and Don Kessinger
will star. A very strong finish
is "seen''.
"*The Cleveland Indians and
San Francisco Giants will win
th ei r respective penn ants in
1967. "

"Puss in Boots"
"Puss in Boots " that delightful fairy tale, began its
first rehearsals this week ; it is
the Stageplayers annual Children's Theater production.
Directed by Mr. Robert
Schacke, the play starts Juris
Graudins as Puss, Clifford
Jacobsac as Jack and Lester
Palmer as the Ogre . Juris and
Lester also had major roles in
"Once Upon a Mattress" and
the Bill of One Acts, put on
by the Stageplayers earlier this
season . The cast includes :
Morris Graber , Nancy Hookanson , Lillian Monkus , Alvin
Orzechowski, Anthony Parente ,
MarkSchlitt and Bob Zielinski .
The Pl ay i~ scheduled to begin in early May .

----LOST---Gold Charm bracelet at the
March 4 mixer. Please contact
the INTERIM office. $10.00
reward.

A CAREER AS A
CHICAGO TEACHER
Excellent salary - $6,000 up
Liberal Pension Plan
Paid Sick Leave
Tenure after three years
Promotion within system
Professional growth
Opportunities for additional
income
For information on certification
and employment procedures,
write to:
Director, Teacher Recruitment
Chicago Public Schools
228 North LaSalle Street
Room 1005
Chicago, illinois 60601

SUMMER JOBS
FOR STUDENTS

Applications now being accepted for summer jobs with major
corporation. Students 18 yrs. of age & over wanted to learn
marketing, sales promotion, & brand identification techniques
during summer period. High level executive management
training courses given to qualified applicants. Sa la ry t /OS'
per wk. for first 3 wks. I I 30 per wk. plus bonuses starting
4th week.
SCHOLARSHIPS

HIGH PAY

win one of 15 $1,000
scholarships

earn at least $1,500 for the
summer student- make
$3,000 and more.

TRAVEL

SEE EUROPE

Work anywhere in U.S. or
Canada. Qualified students
may work overseas.

Win all expense paid holiday in Europe. for an entire
week.

What is your concluding opinion on this student-teach ing experiment?

"I think the e xperiment is a good ide a . I think it will point
the way to other similar programs."
To d ate , a genera l ev alu ation has not been made of this e xperiment , but we look forw a rd to it in the ne a r future .

INTERIM

Gonzales To Write
Short Stories
Mr. Rod rigo Gonzales has
just signed a contract with the
Science Research Association
to write 2 short stories in
Sp anish .

OFFICES IN MOST CITIES IN THE U.S.A. AND OVERSEAS
Send Resume to:

David Anderson
District Manager
504 State & Madison Building
22 West Madison
Chicago, Illinois

Or Phone:

A.C. 312 782-4362

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MAJORS CLUB
The Physical Education
Majors club has donated $25 .00
to the Olympic Team Fund , as
their first project in the professional field of physical
education.
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LSA Crowns King
On March 31, 1967,the Sisters
of Lambd a Sigma Alpha c rowned
their "King for a Day", J ames
Noah J ohnson, t o reign at the
Penny Carnival. J im has led,
to say the least, quite an interesting life . He was born in
Lancaster, South Carolina, and
lived there until he left home
to finish school in Washington,
D.C., at the age of sixteen.
Jim has been pretty much on
his own since then . He has
served over seven years in the
U.S. Navy, five of which were
spent in the Far East. He
learned to s ki i n J apan, and
this sport has become · his
number one hobby, with ju st
plain baking in the sun as
number two . While in the Navy
he also went to school at
Syracuse University to study
Russian. When he finally left
the Navy at the age of twentysix, he enrolled at Southern
Methodist
University
and
majored in the social sciences.
He became a member of the

Sigma Xi F raternity there,
remembering it with great
sensitivity as being one of the
best character-building aspects
of his college campus life .
After graduating he moved to
Chicago. "The first t hing I
became aware of was my ethnic
nationality here", he com mented about our town. He went to
De P aul Universit y for a while
and then decided to enroll here
and major i n Rus sian . His
plans for the fut ure are ce ntered around his ambition to become a college profe ssor of
Russian.
Talking to Jim can be fascinating. His favorite composer
is Beethoven. He feels the
Ideal Girl should be fun -loving
with a touch of an adventuresome spirit. He says the best
quality a girl can have is being practical. He warns everyone not to rush into marriage .
As a bachelor himself at thirtyfour with the suave-looking
beard which he independently
refuses to shave, he remains
our first King.
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HIGH INCOME
JOBS ON CAMP US

II
I

~

Get a high paying job I
in sales, distribution or I
Ma rke t research right ~
on y our own campus. I
B e c ome a Campus re- /
pre sen tative
for
over I
fo rty ma gazines, Am er- I
ican A irlines , Opera- ~
t ion Match, e tc . and I
earn
big
part-tim e I
money doing interest- /
ing work. Apply right I
away !
C oll eg i ate I
Market i ng, Dept. H ~
27 E . 22 St. , New York I
N.Y . 10010.
I

STUDENTS!
Work 4 hours per day
Mond a y through Frid a y

As Parcel Loaders
$2.85 per hour
. If you are over 18 years of
, age and have a good work
record.
ap ply a t

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
2518 W. LAWRENCE AV E.
Mon d a y through F rid ay
9: 00 to 4:30

"'''''''''''"'
(I

~""~
~ u-r
STANDARD
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FACULTY NEWS
March 23, Dr. Rappaport was
a mathematics resource consultant a nd discussion leader
in a workshop at North Chicago
High School. April 1 he attended a Math ematics Conference
at the University of Illinois,
Chicago Circle Camp us. April
18 - 21 he will be the chairman
of a section meeting of the
National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics meeting in L as
Vegas . In August he plans to
present a paper at t he meeting
of the same council, but this
time the meeting will take
plac e in Montreal.

••

March 24, Dr. Charlier was
named a F ellow of the Geological Society of America . On
April 3, he held the fou nding
meeting of the Geography Honor
Society of America. Later this
month he will direct the student trip to the Grand Bahama
Island . He plans to lecture
twice du ring the month of May,
the first time is the 3rd when
he will speak on "Seething
Southeast Asia", and on the
10th "The Essence of a Book."
May 10 he will also be interviewed on the radio by the
Adu lt Education Council of
Greater Chicago. His plans for
June are to direct the Oceanographic Program for ITCC-N
students at California and
Mexico .

••

Professor George Grimes of
the education division will attend a seminar at the University of Chicago High Sch ool on
April 18 . He plans to discuss
"The Ne.wspaper's Role in the
Classroom," sponsored by the
Chicago Sun-Times.

••

Dr. Paul F . Quinn ·tlttended
a meetin g of t he University
Extension Commit tee at Southern Illinois University on April
9 and 10.

Ride In
Air Conditioned
Comfort

Air Condition Your Car
only

s1799s

<PLUS SM ALL I N ST. COST>

LIMITED OFFER!
( EXPIRES APRIL 15TH)
Call for appointment or come in
and see the all new 1967 models.

• MARK IV
• CLARDY

• FRIGIKING
• NORDIC

SAME DAY INSTALLATION BY
FACTORY TRAINED MEN
We also service factory installed
air conditioners-all makes and models.
DON'T WAIT-BE PREPARED FOR THE HOT
SUMMER AHEAD-AND SAYE $$$.

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W. Peterson
588-9365
Automobile air-conditioninCJ is
our busine-ss--not a sideline

by Kathy Kwasny

It's amazing, Spring has finally sprung! I honestly t hought we
were going to become a year-round ski resort, but signs of Spring
can be seen everywhere. Instructors are again resuming their
field trips through the Bohemian National Cemetery for "inspiration''. Kids are now going outsi de instead of remaining in the
carrels, so as to further enjoy nature(?) The guys have banned
socks (Holy Odor , Batman) and in keeping with the spirit of the
Easter season have donned their "holey" gym shoes. Spring has
even solved the parking space problem - that's because nobody
comes to school, they're too busy riding around.
Have you noticed how Spring has changed everybody's attitude? Even Greta Garbage , Bertha's good friend, is happy, because it has solved the cleaning women ' s problem. All they do is
open all the front doors and let the wind blow the garbage out the
back doors . The only problem arises when the wind reverses its
direction - what a mess! All in all it looks like a great Spring!
Since I started doing this column, I made some promises which
I said I wo uld keep . Being the honest soul that I am , and this
being the last issue of the trimester I guess it's now or never,
so . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MARY ANN ZICHITTELLO
BOB E SSENBERG (See your name is finally in print, and in
"caps" too!)
I guess nice things do happen to SKE's Sweetheart Queens ,
and maybe more than meets the eye. Ask Carol Snobel, last year's
queen, who is marrying Dan Goodwin, an alumni of SKE.
Sneaking out of a lecture isn't easy as everyone knows. You
must be ever so careful, as Bruce Rottner realizes now - espe'cially so you don ' t trip up the stairs ( which tends to be a bit
noisy). Better luck next time Bruce!
Which coed at ITCC-N had her date go to the police station
to call Mom in order to get in the house because she had forgotten
her key? Just try telling that to someone else and see if they
believe you .
Why won't Mr. Mueller allow co-educational mouth-to-mouth
resucitation, or co-educational practice sessions on the crosschest carry in Major Life Saving Classes?
Congratulations to Susan Lawson (alias Towels), who recently
modeled for the veterans at Hi ne's Memorial Hospital. The hats
are made by the veterans to be sold to women .

If you happen to see Mr . Louis Becker on May 7 or Ju ne 26,
you ma y wont to wish him a Happy First Anniversary, or Happy
Birthday .
April 7 was th e date of a mass slumber party of the sisters of
Alpha Rho Omega. It seems all the sisters were invited to spend
a night with their president, Kathy Nobilio . I wonder if the Nobilio
home will ever be the same?
A "thank you" goes out to the male members of the P .E .M.
club , as the girl's locker room is now enjoying the benefit of a
full length mirror, or was it just a hint? The present complaint
seems to be the missing shower handles in the men's locker room .
A compromise i s in the offing; the girls are willing to trade a few
of their handles for some of the blue tile in the men's locker
room . (?)
If you were in the vicinity of Lockwood and Chicago during
the Easter weekend , and thought you saw a Easter bunny hopping
down the street, I've got news for you , you really did! It seems
the bunny was one of ITCC-N's own , Sue Gaspar.
Last issue I gave a quote overheard from one of our prominent
faculty members, this issue I have a definition, it is . . . . . . . .
Stag na tion: a country without women .
I have been asked by the administration to announce that the
date and location for the Sand Box II final has been set. All
students are asked to bring their OWN shovel and pail to the
Gomper's Park Playlot, April 15. The exam will start at 6:30 AM,
as they must be out of the park before the children start arriving.
I would like to wish Ann Nord and he r fiance, the best of luck
on their upcomming marriage.
I tried to interview Dr. Charlier after his t rip to Fort Lauderdale last month . I couldn't get through to his office; kids are
beating a path to his door, trying to get in on the next trip, which
looks as though it will become an annual event. I di d manage to
overhear that, contrary to be lief, Dr. Charlier knows how to do a
mean boogallo, and kept all th e stude nts entert ained with his
many abilities .
I c an't believe the the trime ste r is fi nally over, but it has
held many memories , IT CC-N's fi rs t annual slumber party, (the
fac ulty is already making plans for an all-out bash next year)
t his is the ye ar our GOLDEN EA GLES played Army, (so what if
i t wa s only the Fifth Army) this was the trimester they finally
began building again, (I know s o it was the roof) but look at all
we have to look fo rward to next tri mes ter.
Fo r thos e of you who plan to go on vac a tion , I just hope you
won ' t do anything I wouldn 't do .. .. of cours e that doesn't say
too much . And to t he other poor s ouls who wi ll be coming back,
remember: "Que pas a, baby, que pasa". Till the n .

LETTERS cont. from page 3.
s iderat ion can be antici pated by oceano graphy
students.
Re s ervations are now
bei ng t aken at Dr. Charlier 's office C 630.

Sincere ly
Roger H. Ch arlier
P rofessor of
Geology, Geography
and Oceanography

THE INTERIM
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World of Color
Probed by Rogoff
Eagles Debut: Purdue Dejected
The Golden Eagles opened
their first baseball season with
a 6 - 4 victory over Purdue,
April 4 .
Three singles and two walks
gave Purdue a 3-2 advantage,
but Browder opened the fourth
with a base hit, and stole
second. Wally Thiet's second
hit , a double sent the ''Bomber" in with the tie run. After
two down in the fifth, "Chip"
Smith received a free pass,
Mizell was safe on an error,
and Browder sent a double to
deep center for two runs. Bob
Sandt walked, and Thiet ripped
his second double and third hit
to end the scoring.
Doug DeVincent was the winning pitcher, hurling three hitless innings and striking out
eight of nine batters . The only
run off DeVincent came in the
seventh, when Purdue's Larry
Mills stole home. John Steinmetz tossed the first four
frames, yielding three runs and
whiffing seven.
Brian Anderson, a freshman
from Mather High School, started the game at first base. Last
second, Andy led Mather to a
second place finish, behind
Lane. He was the only Mather
player to receive a hit in each

contest, and in the quarter
final encounter with Taft, he
went three-for-three , and ended
the season as Chicago's second
best first baseman.
Torn Shields and John Akers,
both fine defensive catchers,
look as if they will handle the
chores behind home plate ,
calling the signals for a powerful trio of pitchers , Steinmetz
(an all-stater at Holy Cross),
DeVincent and Browder.
The schedule for the 1967
Golden Eagles is:
April 12 at Wheaton
13 at Aurora College
15 at Univ. of Chicago
17 at ITCC-S
May
4 vs. Judson
8 at St. Marys (Niles)
9 vs. Wheaton College
11 at Purdue Univ.
18 vs. St. Marys (Niles)
20 at Loras College
(Dubuque) 2 games
22 at Judson College
24 at Northwestern
Univ . (Evanston)
27 at Rockford College
(2 games)
Home games are played at
Olympia Park, on Devon Ave.,
one block west of Harlem. All
home games begin at 3:30 pm.

□□□

CLUB NEWS
NEWMAN CLUB
Students are currently involved in re organ i z in g the
Newman Club here at ITCC-N.
They are under a temporary
charter, and have a sponsor,
constitution, and a chaplain.

If anyone is interested, or
wishes any information, contact Mary Pat Smullen, or leave
a note in the Newman Club
mailbox outside E 218.

INTERPRETER'S THEATER
Interpreter's Theater recently
held elections for new officers.
The following were elected for
1 year offices: Letitia Koziol ,
President; Cory Kovin, Vice-

President; Marilyn Kroyer,
Secretary; Joan Ladewig, Corresponding-Publicity Secretary ;
and, Cathy Csaki, Production
Co-Ordinator.
Anyone who likes to act,
direct, or write is welcome to
join Interpreter's Theatre. They
should see Mrs. Charlotte
Waisman, the sponsor, in C 312.
Meetings fornext trimester will
be announced on the bulletin
board outside of A 125.

ALPHA RHO OMEGA
The 49 active members of
Alpha Rho Omega met at Kathie
Carsello's house on April 9
for their induction. Pins were
presented to all the charter
members.

MOMENTS OF GREATNESS

On February 9 the - Foundations of Art Classes had the
privilege of hearing S. Hal
Rogoff speak on a "new" color
theory. All of us have seen
"op" art and many have dismissed it as a child's game.
But after hearing Mr. Rogoff
speak we could not help but
open our minds, and eyes, to
the new world of color which
he revealed to us.
A graduate of the University
of Illinois, he attended Yale
where he received a master's
degree in color theory. At Yale
he worked with Josef Albers,
a recognized genius on the
subject of color, and also
assisted Albers for two years.
With this background he returned to the Chicago area to
teach and paint and begin to
set down his theories on color
and light.
During an interview in March
he spoke of his findings in the
world of color. For many years
he had worked as an ultrarealist. It was a giant-step for
him to stop painting exacting
portraits and enter into an
artistic world of color alone.
His color theory is in part
based in the "subtractive"
color mixing theory, wherein
the primary colors used are
yellow, magenta and a blue
called cyan. By mixing these
3 colors and black and white
he can create any color that
he desires. His wide knowledge
of chemistry and physics is
the base of his theories. He
admitted that all of his knowledge of the chemical and physical properties of light and
color was gained by "pestering" teachers of th ese s ubjects. ,In this way he get s
colors to do what he wants
them to do. They change before
your eyes or dance about or
challenge your minds and eyes
in a hundred different ways.
Mr. Rogoff will be listed in
"Who's Who in the Mid-West"
this year and his paintings are
on exhibit at FairweatherHardin Gallery in Chicago.
He spoke of a book that he is
writing about his theories and
we hope that he will soon complete it so that more people
will know his work. It will be
interesting to watch the progress of this bright, unassuming and talented man .

ITKIN PRESIDES
AT CONFERENCE
Dr. William Itkin, who is
President of the Division of
School Psychologists of the
American Psychological Association, presided at a mid-term
meeting of the Executive Committee of the Division of School
Psychologists at Washington,
D.C . on March 16 -18.
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Let's see, I used to kn ow the words
to "The Star Spangled Banner."

;t

EMERGENCY
MEETING
CALLED

~<~'...:..~
An emergency meeting of the
Student Fee Committee was
held Thursday, April 6 . The
purpose of the meeting was to
consider the requests for budgets from the ITC Chamber
Orchestra and Orchesis.
As a result of the meeting the
budgets were granted in the
sums of; $887.75 for _ITC
Chamber Orchestra and $315.00
for Orchesis .
One of the laws of the Student
Fee and Allocation Committee
is that the budgets that have
been allocated for an organization be published.
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FACULTY SKETCH
by Joanne Suvanto
Mrs. Valentine Glockner, Intro to Education, and History and
Philosophy of Education instructor and the last Mystery, was an
easier guess than anticipated. The students who have had her for
a class understood the clues almost immediately. For -those who
didn't, let me explain them. "Her name is more a circle , instead
of a square," refers to her
first name, some thought:
Clock, like Gl,o ck(ner). "It's
a record'' meant she graduated
from
Columbia Universityrecord , Columbia . It takes awhile , I know. Pardon my attempt at humor . And she "flys
high in the sky" means that
her office is on the sixth floor
of the Beehive . Now that
wasn't so hard , was it?
Fifteen students didn't think
MRS·. GLOCKNER
so. Our winner is Veronica
Poulos , and the other correct
guessers are: Margo Citro,
Sue Engel, Irma Goldman,
Vernon Jorgensen, Sue Kaplan,
Judy
Pazderski,
Maureen
Pearlman, Dean Polachek,
Pamela Ritt, Andrea Shapiro,
Joyce
Sh o e m a k e r, Mimi
Tangul, Betty Tornabene , and
Lynn Wilton. Other teachers
who were guessed were: Mrs.
Ellison, Miss Patton, and
Mrs. Georgiou.
VERONICA POULAS
Are you ready to guess again? I hope this one is a little more
difficult. Our Challenger attended American University, Catholic
University, ("Yeshiva College," he said, "demanded equal time.")
University of Chicago, Rutgers University, and the School of
Hard Knocks, "whose colors are black and blue."
Alway s a ch uckle ,
An d wri t es with a flair,
A pearl of w i sdom too If you so care.
Our Mystery has taught at the U.S, Naval School for Nurses
and Native Medical Practitioners at Guam; (How many men can
make that statement? he asks .) Rutgers University and Wayne
State University. He said, "In World War II, I traveled to Guam
(free), with the Marines, and I took the island with my trusty S
c,c. syringe . ''
He has some thing in co mmon
With Whitney and Gin,
No, it 's not drinking,
Come on, guess again,
His interests are "reading, snipe-hunting, people-watching,
raising catalpa trees, and, like Sam Johnson, 'I hold that any
man who does not mind his belly will not mind anything at all, ' "
Oth e r inte re s t s are v arie d,
So gu e ss if you can ,
He 's fond of Mozart and Fi e lding ,
And he 's a big W, C. fan,
Our Mystery is quite The Character , as you probably have
guessed, When asked to brag about himself (for this article) , he
roared , "I am inevitable!" He also has "three lovely girls:
Franette, North American Spit (the card game) Champion; Cynthia,
member of the 1984 Olympic gymnast team; and Wendy, winner of
the 1967 Grand Prix, for rattling off Irregular French Verbs,"
His wife, "Phoebe, now an inactive nurse, was one of Garfield
Memorial Hospital's (Washington, D.C .) greatest night supervisors.
(She says a diet of carrots and hard work was the secret of her
success) ."
Tak e a gu es s n ow,
Th ere 's n othing to lo se,
What eve r y our answer,
Alway s search for th e truth .
As soon as you have the answer, come up to the INTERIM
with it. Or call: JU 3-4050.

COLLEGIUM MUSICUM
PRESENTS CONCERT
The Collegium Musicum presented "An Evening Concert"
March 30 under the direction
of Mr. Harold Berlinger . The
Recorder Society has put in an
enormous amount of time and
energy for this performance
and the difference over last
year's concert was quite
noticeable .
Included in the program was
one sonata, two suites and a
chronological arrangement of
earlier forms of music. The
most note-worthy selection
was Carrousel from "A Day
in the Park" by La Noue
Davenport. This composition
was so well- liked that the
audience requested that it be
repeated. Other highlights of
the program included the vocalist, Jo Ann Loos and the
accompanists, Susan Zangora

and Victoria Jaskierski. A
pleasant surprise was Maris
Demsch 's violin accompaniment to the "Affettuoso from
the 5th Brandenburg Concerto''
to which Mr. Berlinger played
the harpsichord.
Even though Dr. Edgar Gangware was partially hidden from
view , his rythmic beat on
the percussion instruments was
not overlooked. Also due is
a special acknowledgement to
the Ch amber Orchestra for
their effective accompaniment.
The fact that part of the
audience had to sit on stage
(becaus~ the Little Theatre
was so overcrowded) is an indication that the Co 11 e g i um
Musicum is improving as well
as becoming more popular within the college.

